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Chapter 10 

Abstract 

The desorption kinetics of in situ contaminations of phenanthrene, anthracene, 

pyrene, benzo(a)anthracene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, and benzo(a)pyrene have been 

measured for four size fractions of three sediments, with a technique in which the 

porous polymer Tenax serves as an infinite sink for desorbed PAH. For one of the 

sediments, there appears to be a slight tendency of increasing (slowly + very slowly) 

desorbing fractions ( F ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J and decreasing first-order rate constants of slow 

desorption (kd slow) with increasing particle size. However, for the two other sediments 

Fsiow-fvery stow and kd rStew showed no relation with particle size. Fslowtmystovv values ranged 

from 7 to 9 0 % of the total extracted PAH amount; kdslow ranged from 0.23-103 h"1 to 

1.52-103 h 1 . The present results indicate that whole-particle size and, thus, overall 

particle size distribution are not determinants for the slow desorption of organic 

chemicals. This means that it is probably not diffusion on the whole-grain scale which 

determines slow desorption of organic compounds from sediments. 

Introduction 

The sorption of hydrophobic organic contaminants is an important environmental 

process because it can greatly influence the fate and effect of xenobiotic compounds. 

In The Netherlands we are currently facing the situation of a relatively nonpolluted 

water column (due to emission reduction measures) above sediments in which aged 

chemicals emitted decades ago are still present. Therefore, it is vital to know how 

these pollutants will be released into groundwater and surface water. Desorption has 

been shown to be relatively slow (months to years) for a fraction of the sorbed 

compounds; rate constants of slow desorption are relatively constant among various 

chemicals and sediments [1-4], however, the slowly desorbing fractions of chemical 

can vary greatly among sorbates and sorbents [1-7]. 

The mechanism of slow desorption is not yet completely understood. Until a few 

years ago, results were often interpreted in terms of retarded intraparticle diffusion, 

either through narrow pores [8-11] or through organic matter [12-13]. Diffusional 

retardations could be caused by steric hindrance in narrow pores or in organic 

material, or by sorption to hydrophobic pore walls. However, recent research points to 

a mechanism in which slow desorption takes place from a limited number of high-

energy sorption sites in the organic material [6,14-17]. These sites are probably 
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Partiele size dependence of slow desorption 

present in those parts of the organic matter that are similar to glassy polymers, i.e. the 

relatively nonflexible, "microcrystalline" parts. 

One of the potential factors that could influence desorption kinetics is the size of the 

particles from which desorption takes place. In a radial diffusion mechanism of slow 

desorption on the whole-grain scale, particle size is an important parameter. With 

slow desorption occurring from localized sites in the organic matter, particle size may 

not be important if this release itself is the rate-limiting step in slow desorption, 

whereas it may still be important if the subsequent transport of the solute molecule 

from the site to the exterior of the organic matter is rate-limiting. 

A number of investigators have studied the particle size dependence of desorption 

kinetics. However, no good quantitative correlations have been obtained. Some 

authors reported qualitative relationships. In many studies, particle size dependence of 

slow desorption was not observed at all [7,10,18-20], not even for pulverized 

sediments [7] or for a homogeneous silica sorbent [10]. Because some of these studies 

observe no particle size dependence down to 1 urn or less, it is indicated that slow 

desorption probably occurs on length scales below this value. Some studies do report 

a more rapid desorption after pulverization of sediment particles [5,8,9,19]. Li et al. 

[21] report relatively small variations in atrazine sorption (labile/nonlabile) as a 

function of soil particle size. 

In the present study, desorption kinetics of six PAHs have been determined for 

various particle sizes of three contaminated sediments. These contaminants have been 

field-aged in the sediments for decades, and therefore it may be assumed that 

equilibrium has been established in the sediment-PAH system. This is important 

because equilibration times, and therefore intraparticulate PAH distribution, may also 

depend on particle size after short contact times. The results are interpreted in terms 

of the mechanism(s) of slow desorption. 

Methods 

Chemicals. Desorption kinetics were determined for phenanthrene (PHE3), 

anthracene (ANT3), pyrene (PYR4), benzo(a)anthracene (BAA4), 

benzo(b)fluoranthene (BBF5) and benzo(a)pyrene (BAP5). The numbers in the 

abbreviations denote the number of rings in the PAH structures. Tenax TA (177-250 

um), a porous polymer based on 2,6-diphenyl-p-phenylene oxide, was obtained from 

Chrompack. Before use, the Tenax TA beads were rinsed with hexane, acetone and 

water (each 3 times 10 mL/g Tenax) and dried overnight at 75°C. 
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Sediments. The studied PAH-contaminated sediments were from the Petroleum 

Harbour at Amsterdam, (PH sediment), Voorwetering at Nieuwkoop (VN sediment), 

and Overschie at Rotterdam (OR sediment). Size fractions of the sediments were 

obtained by wet-sieving. The size fractions used in the experiments were < 32 urn, 

45-90 urn, 125-200 urn, and 200-500 urn. All size fractions were subjected to organic 

carbon (OC) and total nitrogen (total-N) analysis, after removal of inorganic 

carbonates by 0.1 M HCl treatment. Heating to 1100°C was followed by gas-

chromatographic element analysis (Carlo Elba NA 1500, Milan, Italy). The OC and 

total-N contents are reported in Table 1. The OC and N contents showed a wide 

variation between the three sediments as well as between the various size fractions of 

the same sediment. 

Extraction of PAHs from sediments. Hot sediment extractions were performed in 

triplicate by refluxing wet sediment (1-3 g) with a mixture of water (50 mL), hexane 

(50 mL) and acetone (20 mL) for 6 h. This extraction method has been shown to 

recover 85-100% of contaminants from aged sediment reference materials [22,23]. 

For PAHs the routine was as follows. After separation of the hexane and 

acetone/water phases, the hexane volume was reduced to 1 mL by evaporation and 

then 10 mL of acetonitrile were added. The solution was subsequently evaporated to 

1 mL and analyzed by HPLC (Hewlett Packard 1050; column: reversed phase C1g, 

Vydac 201TP54; gradient elution with acetonitrile and water) using both fluorescence 

(FLD; HP 1046) and variable-wavelength UV detection (VWD). Unless one of the 

signals was unreliable (mass balances outside 70-130% or no curve fitting possible), 

data obtained by FLD and VWD detection were averaged. For mineral oil 

determination, the hexane extracts were subjected to GC-FID analysis. It may be 

difficult to compare the three sediments because the high level of contamination of 

the PH sediment may have affected its organic matter characteristics. 

Desorption kinetics. Wet sediment (1 g dry matter, dm) was transferred to a 100 mL 

separation funnel and shaken with milli-Q water (70 mL), biocide NaN3 (160 mg) and 

Tenax (0.5 g) at 20°C. The employed Tenax solid-phase desorption method has been 

described in previous papers [1,2,4,17]. Extraction with Tenax TA is a useful way of 

carrying out desorption kinetics experiments because of its high sorptive capacity 

[1,5] and its very rapid PAH absorption from water [1]. The tendency of the Tenax to 

adhere slightly to the funnel glass wall when not agitated allows a good separation of 

Tenax from the sediment suspension. The used amounts of sediment (see above) 

were chosen to be so low that Tenax could keep aqueous PAH concentrations low 

and, consequently, reverse PAH adsorption from water to sediment negligible. The 
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Table 1: Contents of OC (%), total-N (%), 16 EPA-PAH (mg/kg dry matter, dm) and 
mineral oil (mg/kg dm) in the size fractions of the three selected sediments. 

Sediment Size fraction OC* Total N" Total PAH'" Total mineral oil 
(um) (%) (%) (mg/kg dm) (mg/kg dm) 

PH 0-32 9.8 0.56 1013 9720 
45-90 1.03 < 0.005 420 7640 
125-200 1.44 < 0.005 151 2180 
200-500 0.87 < 0.005 550 1940 

VN 0-32 26.31 1.98 66 426 
45-90 25.77 1.57 109 64 
125-200 24.68 0.58 67 126 
200-500 11.18 1.82 76 55 

OR 0-32 10.5 0.68 52 350 
45-90 0.63 < 0.005 11 46 
125-200 1.46 0.02 12 49 
200-500 3.57 0.01 48 572 

': Organic Carbon; ** Total Nitrogen in the organic matter; ' " : 16-EPA 

Tenax was refreshed periodically and extracted by shaking for 10 s with 10 mL of 

hexane that was pipetted into the separation funnels after the sediment suspensions 

had been removed. This hexane was analyzed as described above. 

After termination of desorption (after 400-500 h), the sediments were extracted as 

described above in order to release the remaining quantities still present in the 

materials. All desorption experiments were carried out in duplicate. The total mass of 

PAH desorbed (measured on Tenax) plus the PAH still present in the sediments at the 

end of the desorption experiments was usually 80-120% of the initial mass 

determined by whole-sediment extractions. This is considered acceptable regarding 

the measurement errors of 5-10% per analysis, and the batch-to-batch variations. 

Measurements exceeding this interval were considered unreliable and discarded (e.g. 

PHE3 in VN and OR sediments, ANT3 in OR sediment, and BAP5 in PH sediment). 

Desorption data interpretation. Desorption from the sediments was described by the 

following first-order two-compartment model [1-3] assuming kdslow« kdiap 
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' = F exp(-£, x t) + F. . Qxp(-k. . x t) o) 
çv rap * V a ,rap s sio\v+veryslow i v a .slow s 

S, and S0 (g) are the sediment-sorbed amounts at time t (h) and at the start of the 

experiment. Frap and F ^ . ^ . ^ (-) are the rapidly and (slowly+very slowly) desorbing 

fractions. kdrap and kds(ow (h 1) are the rate constants of rapid and slow desorption. 

Values of Frap, F^.^^ ^ , kdrap and kdsk)w were determined by minimizing the sum of 

squared residuals between experimental and calculated values of /n(S,/So) in equation 

1. All F^^^ io« values reported in the next section are the sums of slow (kd around 

103 h 1) and very slow (kd around 10'4-10"s h 1) fractions; the latter have been 

reported in previous papers from our group [2,17]. In the present study, very slow 

fractions were not measured separately because no experiments were carried out at 

elevated temperature. This is a requirement for the determination of very slow 

fractions within a reasonable time span (weeks). At the experiments reported here, 

the very slowly desorbing fraction remains sorbed and is only measured in the whole-

sediment extraction after termination of desorption. The values of kdslow are not 

influenced by kdvwyslow; only the slowly and not the very slowly desorbing pool is 

desorbed after the depletion of the fraction of rapidly desorbing PAH. 

Results and discussion 

Desorption curves for the three sediments are presented in Figure 1 (for all four size 

fractions). Examples are given for ANT3 in PH sediment, BAA4 in VN sediment, and 

PYR4 in OR sediment. Rapid desorption mainly takes place during the first 25-50 h of 

desorption (before the curve bends), slow desorption mainly takes place after this 

bend, i.e. after 50-70 h of desorption. The < 32 urn curve for the VN sediment 

showed a slightly anomalous behavior, the shift from rapid to slow desorption was 

completed after more than 100 h of desorption. We have no explanation for this 

observation. 

Especially for the PH sediment, an increased desorption with decreasing particle size 

can be observed. A similar trend can also be observed for the OR sediment, however, 

it is absent for the VN sediment. This trend can also be observed from Figure 2, in 

which Fsk>w+very ̂ „-values are given for all compounds in all sediment size fractions, 

including the averages for the six PAHs studied. The error bars for the individual PAH-

values in Figure 2 represent differences between individual values and the average of 
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Partiele size dependence of slow desorption 
Figure 1 : Desorption curves (ln(S,/S0) vs. time (h)) for the various size fractions of the 
three sediments studied. Solid lines were obtained by curve fitting according to 
equation (1). 
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Figure 2: The (slowly+very slowly) desorbing fractions F ^ « ^ slow (% of total amounts 
extracted) for the six PAHs studied in the four size fractions of the three sediments 
(PH, VN, and OR). Error bars indicate deviations from the average of duplicates (the 
individual PAHs), or standard deviations among the various PAHs (averages, AVG). 
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duplicates (duplicate measurements were carried out). Therefore, no statistical 

evaluation of the significance of the observed differences between particle sizes could 

be carried out. The error bars for the averages are standard deviations for the 

FsWverysiowOfthesixPAHs. 

Fsiow.verysk.w is smaller for the PH sediment (7-50%) than for the VN (46-75%) and OR 

ones (66-90%). This may be caused by the much larger PAH and oil contents of the 
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PH sediment compared to the other two sediments (Table 1). As indicated in previous 

studies [6,14,15,17], the (slowly+very slowly) sorbing sediment compartment 

probably possesses a limited capacity, which reduces the overall F^+^ *>« v a , u e s a t 

high solute concentrations. Due to the rather large variability in the data, an 

evaluation of the (slowly+very slowly) desorbing amounts q ^ ^ « ^ do* at various total 

sorbed amounts q(ota| is not possible. As a result, neither is a calculation of the sorption 

capacity of the (slowly+very slowly) sorbing sediment compartments, Qmax,sk)W+veo, 5k)W 

[14,15,17]. 

A relation between Fslow+very slow and particle size is expected in case of a diffusion 

mechanism. However, this is only observed for the PH sediment and to a lesser extent 

for the OR sediment. In some studies where diffusion-based data description models 

are used [11-13], it is assumed that the rapidly desorbing fraction resides on the 

exterior of the sediment particles, whereas the slowly desorbing fraction is in the 

interior and is gradually released by retarded intraparticle diffusion. Assuming a 

homogeneous distribution of the solute throughout the sediment particle, 

F«?/Fsiow+very si™ as a function of particle size should be approximated by theratio of the 

particle surface area and particle volume. Assuming spherical particles this ratio is 

equal to 

F A 4nr2 3 
— rap --- » - = = (2) 

F V 4 3 r 
siow+veryslow 7TA" 

3 

where A is surface area, V is particle volume and r is particle radius. Therefore, 
Frap/Fsiow«erysiow should decrease linearly with increasing r. A slight correlation between 

Frap/Fsiow+vê dov, (averaged among the PAHs) and 1/r is observed for the PH sediment 

(r2 =0.62) but none for the VN (r2 =0.11) and the OR ones (r2 =0.29). Therefore, the 

present results do not validate the assumption that rapidly desorbing PAH is present 

at the particle surface and (slowly+very slowly) desorbing PAH in the interior of the 

particle. 

Figure 3 presents values of kdsk)W for the different size fractions. Again, the error bars 

indicate differences between the values and the average of duplicates. For the PH 

sediment, a slight decrease of kdtSk)W with increasing particle size could be observed 

(however, not for PHE3), but this trend was not observed for the other two 

sediments. The orders of magnitude of the kdslow (around 103 h 1) and kd,ap (0.03-0.5 
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Figure 3: Rate constants of slow desorption kdstaw (103 h'1) for the six PAHs studied in 
the four size fractions of the three sediments (PH, VN, and OR). Error bars indicate 
deviations from the average of duplicates (individual PAHs) or standard deviations 
among the various PAHs (average values, AVG). 
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h'1) values are consistent with earlier observations [1,2,4]. The fitted values of kdrap are 

not so reliable due to the following two reasons. Backward sorption from water to 

sediment during desorption is not completely negligible during the rapid desorption 

phase [1], and the values are mainly determined on the basis of the first 3 sampling 

points of the curves in Fig. 1. Therefore and because this study deals with slow and 

not rapid desorption, the values of kdrap are not reported for the individual sediment 
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particle size fractions. Far more sample points have been used for the slow desorption 

phase. 

In the forthcoming discussion with respect to the possibility of slow diffusion as the 

mechanism of slow desorption, we restrict ourselves to retarded diffusion through the 

organic matter (OM), because previous experiments with a sediment before and after 

removal of OM have shown that OM is probably the sediment component 

responsible for slow desorption [17]. If diffusion on the whole-grain scale determines 

slow desorption, it would be expected that kdslow depends on particle size. Larger 

particles would show smaller kdslow than smaller ones. Such a dependence is especially 

expected for OM-rich sediments like the VN one because these probably have larger 

OM unities, so the radius of the sorbing OM is probably proportional to the whole-

grain radius. In the case of small OM contents the OM probably exists either as small 

microparticles or as thin coatings or patches on clay minerals [24]; therefore, diffusion 

then does not necessarily take place on the whole-grain scale and the whole-particle 

radius is not an appropriate descriptor for the slow desorption of organic compounds 

even if slow diffusion through the OM is the cause of slow desorption. 

A trend that kdsk)w decreases with increasing particle size is not observed from the 

present results for the VN sediment (Figure 3); this indicates that slow intra-OM 

diffusion is not the cause of slow desorption. The observation that this trend cannot 

be observed for OR sediment could mean two things: i) intra-OM diffusion is not the 

mechanism of slow desorption, or ii) OM is present in the form of microparticles so 

the whole-grain radius is not an appropriate descriptor for kdslow. On the other hand, a 

slight decrease in kdsk)W with increasing r is observed for the PH sediment. However, 

the variation in kdstow (only about 30%) is only slight compared to the variation in 

particle size (up to a factor of 10). 

From the literature, it is also unclear whether or not radial diffusion models are 

applicable to desorption data. In a study by Farrell and Reinhard [10], for example, it 

was observed that a pore diffusion model was not adequate to describe both rapid 

and slow desorption from sediments. Also previous results from us that were obtained 

for one sediment size fraction could not be described with a radial diffusion model [1]. 

However, Wu and Gschwend [9], Steinberg et al. [19], Ball and Roberts [8] as well as 

Grathwohl and Reinhard [25] successfully employed radial diffusion models to 

describe desorption kinetics. Pignatello et al. [18] as well as Brusseau et al. [12,13] 

employed a combined model in which one fraction was considered to be in 

equilibrium with the aqueous phase whereas slow desorption was described by a 

radial diffusion equation. In this combination model, where radial diffusion 
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coefficients are only used to describe part of the desorption curves, the diffusion 

coefficient is directly related to the rate constant of slow desorption, kdsk)W, from the 

two-box first-order model; this relation is D = kdiS|OW-r2 (D is the diffusion coefficient). 

Conclusions 

It is difficult to draw more than tentative conclusions from the present results. A 

limitation in their interpretation is that the OC and total-N contents of the various size 

fractions of the PH and OR sediments vary so much, and that the PH sediment 

contained such high levels of PAH contamination. This shows that the different 

particle size fractions are different in more respects than only size. On the whole the 

results are not in good accordance with a diffusion mechanism on the whole-grain 

scale causing slow desorption of organic compounds from sediments, because of the 

lack of a relation between particle size and either kdsk)w or F , ^ , ^ ^ . So, it could 

either be the case that i) diffusion is the mechanism, but desorptional rate limitations 

do not take place at the whole-grain scale, or ii) the mechanism of slow desorption is 

not diffusion. A number of other studies have shown that it is unlikely that slow 

diffusion through OM is the sole explanation for slow desorption phenomena. For 

example, Chang et al. [26] concluded that slow sorption in natural sorbents is not 

entirely a consequence of diffusion, because they estimated that the time scale for 

diffusion of organic compounds into and out of thin OM layers in humic acid disks 

(0.03-1 (am) is in the time scale of seconds, too short to account for desorption lasting 

months to years. In addition, the recently shown existence of saturation effects for the 

slowly desorbing sediment compartment cannot be explained by only slow diffusion 

[6,14,15,17]. Therefore, these studies as well as the present one tentatively would 

lend support to an alternative explanation for slow desorption, the slow release from 

strongly sorbing high-energy sites in the OM. The exact characteristics of these sites, 

such as their size or chemical structure, are presently obscure. Because of the 

analogies observed between OM sorption and glassy polymer sorption, it has been 

hypothesized that the slow sorption sites are analogous to the voids occurring in 

glassy polymers [14] and that they are present in relatively nonflexible, 

microcrystalline OM [15,16]. In addition, it has been proposed that the sites undergo 

some rearrangement upon accommodation of a solute molecule, consequently 

binding it more tightly [6]. The possibility remains that slow desorption is caused by a 

combination of site sorption and slow diffusion; in this case slowly desorbing PAH is 

trapped in nanoscale voids, but the rate-limiting step in the release to the aqueous 
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phase could be slow diffusion, either through a micropore system or through OM 

microparticles. 
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